For professional advisers and employers

MAKE YOUR
COMPANY PENSION

STAND OUT

Workplace Pensions

A guide to salary exchange

WELCOME
Welcome to salary exchange from Royal London.
This guide explains what salary exchange is all about.
It covers:
• how it can be set up
• how money can be saved
• how the savings can be used
• the pros and cons
• and our support.
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THE

PROBLEM
Fact

Fact

Fact

£168.60

£506

86yrs

Relying on the new State
pension in retirement is
no longer an option
The new State pension is still
only worth approximately
36% of average earnings2.

Rely on the new State
pension, retire in poverty
Saving for retirement might
not be a first priority, but with
the effects of inflation, everyday
spending costs are only likely
to increase. This means using
up more retirement savings,
just to maintain the current
standard of living. Financially,
the more the individual can
save into their group pension
plan, the better.

People are living longer
As life expectancy increases,
the cost of providing a
pension at retirement also
increases. The choice: accept
a lower pension or save
more now.

For 2019/20, the new
State pension for a single
person is £168.60 a week1.

Men and women can
expect to live to around
86 years old and 89 years
old respectively4.

This applies to a man born after 6 April 1951 or a woman born after 6 April 1953.
	ONS: Labour Market Statistics February 2019 – based on a new State pension of £168.60 p.w. and
average earnings (without bonus) for the private sector of £464 p.w.
3
ONS: Detailed household expenditure by age of household reference person, UK, financial year ending 2018.
4
	ONS: How long will my pension need to last?, March 2015. Based on life expectancy at age 65 for the UK.
1
2
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On average, people
between ages 65 - 74 are
spending over £506 a week
on every day essentials3.

THE

SOLUTION
Making contributions to a pension plan
is normally an extremely tax-efficient
way of saving for retirement. Employees
receive tax relief on the contributions
they make, the employer’s contribution
is treated as a business expense,
reducing their corporation tax bill and
the funds built up grow free from tax
on income and capital gains.
But the fact remains that millions of people
aren’t saving enough and will face poverty
in retirement.

Salary exchange can help address these issues
by increasing pension savings and this can
be done at little or no cost to the employee
and employer.
However, salary exchange may not be the
best option to increase pension savings as
there are disadvantages. More information
can be found on page 15.

Benefits at a glance

• Employees save on their income
tax and National Insurance
Contributions (NIC) bill.
• Employers save on their NIC bill.
• Reinvesting these savings can
help boost pension savings.
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WHAT IS

SALARY EXCHANGE?
Salary exchange is an agreement
between the employee and the
employer. The employee’s contract of
employment is altered to reflect that
they have agreed to exchange part
of their future gross salary or bonus
entitlement in return for a non-cash
benefit, such as an employer pension
contribution.
These contributions are deducted before tax
and NIC are paid. The employee’s salary is
reduced, so they pay less tax and NIC and the
employer also saves on their NIC bill. Salary
exchange may not be suitable for everyone.
Bonuses
It’s possible to exchange a bonus (in part
or full) and have it treated as an employer
pension contribution. Bonuses can either
be paid on a discretionary or contractual
basis, but they’re treated differently for
salary exchange purposes.
If a bonus is paid on a discretionary basis,
then the employee has no prior expectation
of receiving it. As there is no expectation,
the employee can’t exchange it before it’s
paid, so no written agreement is needed. At
the employee’s request, the employer can
therefore pay an amount of bonus in part or
full to the employee’s pension plan, with no
paperwork required between the employer
and the employee.
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If a bonus is contractual, then the rules
are the same as those that apply when
exchanging salary – an agreement must be
in place before the bonus is paid.
Where can salary exchange
be used?
Salary exchange can be introduced into an
existing pension plan. Or, if an employer is
considering setting up a new pension plan,
introducing salary exchange at this
time could prove cost-effective.
Salary exchange can be offered to individual
employees or selected groups of employees.
However, to benefit from the economies of
scale, introducing it for all employees in a
group pension plan makes sense.
Contact your Royal London consultant or
your financial adviser for more details.
To consider using salary exchange, the
pension plan must be able to accept an
employer contribution. It can be used with:
• an occupational contracted-in money
purchase scheme
• a group personal pension (and individual
personal pension)
• a group stakeholder pension (and
individual stakeholder pension).

IT’S A MATTER

FOR THE LAW
The employee’s contract of employment
determines their salary entitlement and
is amended to show they have agreed to
the salary exchange.
Salary exchange is a matter of
employment law, not tax law.
Royal London are not employment law
experts and will not comment on any
alterations to employees’ contracts
of employment.
The contract of employment
Salary exchange can be set up at any point
during a year. However, the agreement must
be in place before any salary is actually
exchanged in order to comply with Her
Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC)
guidance, otherwise HMRC may deem
the exchange ineffective. An ineffective
salary exchange would require the employer
to calculate income tax and NIC on the
original gross salary and repay any difference
directly to HMRC.

HMRC also state in their guidance that
for an exchange to be successful:
• an employee cannot retain the right
to revert back to the higher salary
• it must not be retrospective
• it must constitute an enforceable variation
of the employee’s right to remuneration.
Contact your Royal London consultant
or your financial adviser for more details.
We strongly recommend that
employers take legal advice
before making any changes to
their employees’ contracts of
employment.
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SETTING UP

THE ARRANGEMENT
There are two ways to alter a contract
of employment, and we briefly look at
both options.
The contents of the contract alteration
are for the employer to decide.
Agreement letter
An employee’s contract of employment can
be altered by a simple agreement letter. Both
the employee and employer will need to
sign it. The original should be kept with the
employee’s contract of employment – we
have included sample agreement letters in
the appendices, one for exchanging salary
and one for exchanging contractual bonus.

Opt-in/opt-out
With this option, existing or new employees
can be sent a pack explaining salary exchange
and an opt-out form. If employees take no
action within a specified time then they are
deemed to have agreed to join the salary
exchange arrangement. Only by completing
the opt-out form and returning this to the
employer will employees not be entered into
the salary exchange arrangement.
This option is part of the employer’s contract
of employment. The employer should speak
with an employment law specialist if they
decide to use this option. Royal London do
not provide the pack.
Can a salary exchange be altered?
Yes it can normally be altered, for example if
someone opts out of an automatic enrolment
scheme with salary exchange. For any other
circumstances it depends on how the agreement
has been set up.
More information is available at
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/salarysacrifice-and-the-effects-on-paye.
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REPORTING

REQUIREMENTS
HMRC do not have to be notified of a
salary exchange arrangement and they
will not comment on the effectiveness
of any arrangement before it’s in place.
After it has been set up, employers
can ask their local tax office to confirm
if they are applying the correct tax
treatment. This can give peace of
mind that the arrangement has been
constructed correctly.

What do HMRC need to see?
To determine the effectiveness of the salary
exchange arrangement, the local tax office
will need to see:
• evidence of the variation of the employee’s
contract of employment (usually the salary
exchange agreement letter)
• payslips before and after the change of
employment terms
• information about the pension plan and
whether it is registered.
More information is available at hmrc.gov.
uk/manuals/eimanual/EIM42773.htm.
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SOME

EXAMPLES
It’s up to the employer to decide what to
do with the income tax and NIC savings.
There are no hard and fast rules.

The figures assume the employee earns a gross
salary of £20,000 and both the employee and
employer pay 5% of gross salary to a personal
pension plan.

Reinvesting all the savings into the pension
plan will of course be the most advantageous
for employees and may encourage them to
join. We’ve detailed four basic examples.

The content of this guide and references
to income tax and NIC are based on our
understanding of the current law and practice
and may be affected by changes in legislation
or an individual’s personal circumstances.

Example 1
No income tax or NIC savings are reinvested into the pension plan.
Before exchange

After exchange

Saving

Employer costs5

£22,568.78

£22,430.78

£138.00

Employee take-home pay

£16,335.84

£16,455.84

£120.00

Total gross pension
contribution

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

No change

What’s happened?

5

None of the income tax or NIC savings are reinvested into the pension plan
so the pension contribution stays the same. The employer does not reinvest
their NIC saving so their costs reduce. The employee’s take-home pay
increases as they pay no income tax or NIC on the amount exchanged.

Employer’s total costs include gross salary, pension contributions and NIC.
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Example 2
The employer decides to keep the NIC savings rather than reinvesting them into the pension plan. The employees
reinvest their income tax and NIC savings into the pension plan.
Before exchange

After exchange

Saving

Employer costs5

£22,568.78

£22,406.43

£162.35

Employee take-home pay

£16,335.84

£16,335.84

No change

Total gross pension
contribution

£2,000.00

£2,176.47

£176.47

What’s happened?

The employee exchanges slightly more salary than 5% so that take-home pay stays
the same. As more has been exchanged, this increases the pension contribution.
The employer does not reinvest their NIC saving so their costs reduce.

Example 3
The employer decides to reinvest their NIC savings into the pension plan. The employees will keep their savings
rather than reinvest them into the pension plan.
Before exchange

After exchange

Saving

Employer costs5

£22,568.78

£22,568.78

No change

Employee take-home pay

£16,335.84

£16,455.84

£120.00

Total gross pension
contribution

£2,000.00

£2,138.00

£138.00

What’s happened?

The employer reinvests their NIC saving so their costs stay the same. The employee’s
take-home pay increases as they pay no income tax or NIC on the amount exchanged.

Example 4
The employer will reinvest their NIC savings and the employees will reinvest their NIC and income tax savings
into the pension plan.
Before exchange

After exchange

Saving

Employer costs5

£22,568.78

£22,568.78

No change

Employee take-home pay

£16,335.84

£16,335.84

No change

Total gross pension
contribution

£2,000.00

£2,338.82

£338.82

What’s happened?

All income tax and NIC savings are reinvested, maximising the pension
contribution. The employee exchanges slightly more salary than 5%, so that
take-home stays the same. As more has been exchanged, this increases the
pension contribution. The employer’s NIC saving is reinvested.

All figures are based on annual tax allowances and NIC thresholds/limits and are for illustration purposes only.
Rates of income tax and NI are for tax year 2019/20 and a single person’s personal allowance of £12,500.
All figures may be affected by future changes in tax, national insurance contributions and legislation or by an
individual’s particular circumstances. These are based on UK income tax rates and bands, excluding Scotland.
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DEMONSTRATING

THE ADVANTAGES
Promoting the benefits and value
of a pension plan to employees isn’t
always easy.
The advantages
The thought of spending retirement on
a low income isn’t an attractive proposition.
So introducing a salary exchange arrangement
in conjunction with a commitment to saving
addresses this issue. We have highlighted
some of the advantages below.
Employers pay less NIC
As employees receive a lower salary, the
amount of NIC the employer pays will also
reduce. The NIC savings are linked to the
level of employees’ pension contributions.
A quick way to estimate the total NIC
saving is to apply the employer’s NIC
payment rate of 13.8% to the total amount
of the employee pension contributions.
See the table below.
Corporation tax relief
Because the amounts exchanged are
paid as an employer pension contribution,
corporation tax can be claimed back in the
normal way.

Increased pension contributions
for employees
Salary exchange can be structured so
that income tax and NIC savings can be
reinvested into the pension plan meaning
the employee’s take-home pay may stay the
same. And they may benefit from higher
pension contributions, as shown in the
earlier examples.
Adding true value to the benefits
package
Introducing salary exchange can help boost
the employer’s image as one who values
their employees and the package provided
for them. This can be a powerful message
where the employer agrees to reinvest their
NIC saving to further increase pension
contributions. More importantly, once the
employer gets that message over to their
employees it can only encourage them to join.
A valuable benefits package can also help with
recruitment and retention of quality staff,
potentially giving employers an edge over
their competitors.
Average employee salary
Average employee
contribution rate
Annual employee
contributiuon
Active employees
Employer NIC rate
Annual employer NIC saving

£20,000.00
x 5%

= £1,000
x 50

x 13.8%

= £6,900
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DISADVANTAGES OF
SALARY EXCHANGE
The main disadvantage is that gross salary
‘notional salary’ or ‘shadow pay’.
will be reduced. Any benefit that relies on
• Importantly salary exchange cannot reduce
gross salary will be affected but there are
an employee’s salary to below the level of
ways this impact can be minimised.
the National Minimum Wage (NMW).

• Benefits provided by the employers such as • Benefits paid by the Government are
death benefits, salary increases, overtime
linked to salary after the exchange. The
rates, redundancy payments and other
employer has no influence over these
employer benefits are all linked to gross
benefits and we have highlighted some
salary. These benefits can be linked to the
areas for consideration below.
pre-exchanged salary amount, known as
• Employee contributions to an occupational
‘notional salary’ or ‘shadow pay’, so that the
pension scheme can be refunded if they
employee feels no impact of a lower salary.
leave with less than two year’s pensionable
HMRC has guidance at www.hmrc.gov.uk/
service. As the responsibility to make
manuals/eimanual/EIM42771.htm
contributions passes onto the employer,
• A reduction in salary can reduce the amount
the amount exchanged is treated as an
an employee can borrow, for example, if
employer contribution. As no employee
applying for a mortgage. Although
contribution exists, contributions will not
employers have no control over the lender’s
be refunded if this situation arises.
criteria, they can provide lenders with a
letter of reference confirming the amount of
Benefit

Solution

New State pension
(NSP)

NSP is based on the NICs payment record, not on the actual amount paid. So
provided the employee has a full NIC history then the full NSP will be paid at
State Pension Age.

Statutory maternity pay
(SMP)

As SMP is based on average gross weekly earnings, exchanging salary may affect
this benefit.

Statutory sick pay (SSP)

Entitlement to this benefit may be affected if insufficient NIC are paid.

Jobseeker’s allowance
Incapacity benefit
Working tax credit (WTC)
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Entitlement to these benefits may be affected if insufficient NIC are paid.
As salary reduces after an exchange, this may cause an increase of WTC award.

EXPLAINING

THE COSTS

There will be costs incurred in setting
up a salary exchange arrangement.
Initially, these will relate to extra
administration needed to set up the
arrangement and any communication
program with employees.

This way, employees will start to benefit from
the employer’s NIC savings from the second
year and receive the full benefit from the
fifth year onwards.

Managing the cost
The costs can be managed and paid for
in two ways:

Absence is an area where extra costs may
be incurred. Through the alteration to
the employee’s contract of employment,
the responsibility for making pension
contributions transfers to the employer.
Where an employee is on maternity leave or
long-term sick, the employer must therefore
continue to pay the pension contributions
as agreed in the contract of employment
alteration. This cost cannot be recovered
through the salary exchange arrangement.

• The employer could absorb all costs and
pay for them out of their own finances.
• The costs could be spread over a few
years and be offset by the employer’s NIC
savings, generated through salary exchange,
to limit the impact.

The table below shows how this could
be achieved.

Year

Employer NIC saving towards
offsetting costs

Employer NIC saving towards increasing
pension contributions

1

100%

0%

2

75%

25%

3

50%

50%

4

25%

75%

5

0%

100%
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Communication
Clear communication will be key in explaining
to employees the reasons for implementing
a salary exchange arrangement and showing
how the NIC savings will be used.
Success will be measured by how many
employees commit to the salary exchange
arrangement. There’s no point in an employer
taking the time to set up an arrangement and
bearing the costs if take up is low.
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We have produced a simple and
straightforward employee guide that can
be used as part of a clear communication
strategy. It looks at example 4 on page
13 and demonstrates visually, through
a personal calculator, the issues employees
need to consider before committing to
salary exchange – the effects on take-home
pay and pension contributions.
The employee guide can be used as part
of a wider communication strategy. If there
is an initiative to maximise the take-up of
the pension plan, the employee guide can
be used as part of an exercise targeting
non-joiners.

SALARY EXCHANGE

CALCULATOR

Our calculator is available from our
website royallondon.com. There’s no
need to log in. Select the link that’s
appropriate to you to find all the
information we have made available
on salary exchange.
The calculator can demonstrate the benefits
of salary exchange by preparing ‘on the spot’
calculations for individual employees. Some
basic employee information is needed such as
annual salary, contribution amounts and the
salary exchange basis.

There’s an option to print an individual
employee statement, which could be used
in any salary exchange announcement
to employees.
The calculator is easy and straightforward
to use. We don’t think there will be any
problems but we have included a help facility
that describes the information that will be
needed to produce a successful result.
If calculations are required for a group
of employees, we can do that too.
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PLENTY OF

SUPPORT

We have lots of useful information and
ideas that can help manage the salary
exchange process and have included
some examples in the next few pages.
The next step
To find out more about salary exchange, visit
our website royallondon.com or get in touch
with your Royal London consultant or your
financial adviser.
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Finding out more
HMRC has extensive guidance on its
website together with the conditions for
a successful salary exchange. It’s all here:
www.hmrc.gov.uk/manuals/eimanual/
EIM42750.htm.
From our website
• Salary exchange

From our Royal
London consultants

• Group calculator
guide
• Employee,
• An employee
employer
guide and
and adviser
personal calculator
presentations
• Individual online
calculator
• A detailed Q&A

APPENDIX ONE

SAMPLE SALARY
EXCHANGE LETTER
[Date]

Dear [employee’s name]

Salary exchange
With effect from [day/month/year], your salary will reduce
from [£x p.a.] to [£y p.a.] for a period of [x] months.
The monetary reward has been reduced in lieu of an employer
contribution to your pension plan.
By signing this letter you are confirming your agreement.
Please sign both copies, keep one for your own records and
return the other copy to [employer’s name].
Yours sincerely
		

Date

For and on behalf of XYZ Ltd.

..............................................................

I confirm I agree to this reduction in salary.
Signed

Date

..........................................................................................

..............................................................

As this agreement constitutes a change to the employee’s contract of employment, we
recommend legal advice be sought.
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APPENDIX TWO

SAMPLE CONTRACTUAL
BONUS EXCHANGE LETTER
[Date]

Dear [employee’s name]

Contractual bonus exchange
With effect from [day/month/year], you will be entitled
to a contractual bonus of [£x] of which you have agreed to exchange [£y] in
lieu of an employer contribution to your pension plan.
By signing this letter you are confirming your agreement. Please sign both
copies, keep one for your own records and return the other
copy to [employer’s name].

Yours sincerely
		

Date

For and on behalf of XYZ Ltd.

..............................................................

I confirm I agree to this reduction in salary.
Signed

Date

..........................................................................................

..............................................................

As this agreement constitutes a change to the employee’s contract of employment, we
recommend legal advice be sought.
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APPENDIX THREE

SAMPLE EXCHANGE
PROCESS FLOWCHART
Adviser follow-up

Employer considers
setting up salary
exchange arrangement

> exchange guide

Employer considers
communication strategy

> noticeboard, announcement

Salary exchange
arrangement set up

> payroll/ HR implications

Employee considers
joining the salary
exchange arrangement

Employee receives
> employee
guide

Adviser prepares
employee statements

> to employees

Employee requests more
information

> names, telephone numbers,

Employer receives salary

Payslip inserts, leaflet,
to employees

Employer considers

and timescales

Employer contacts adviser

/ or checks HMRC
> and
website for more information

Can employee start/stop/
alter/leave/rejoin the salary
exchange arrangement
at any time ?
What about statutory
benefits, overtime, pay
awards, P11D, death
benefits, redundancy pay ?

>

> with employer

>

Adviser contacts employer
about salary exchange

>

Employer
considers
definition of
pay, checks
rules/policy
provisions and
/or company/
trustee policy

Employer issues statements

Payroll/HR provides contact
e-mail addresses

Employee decides
to join salary exchange
arrangement
Employee/employer sign
exchange agreement

> to contract of employment

Exchange agreement attached

Employer provides
confirmation of joining
to employee

> agreement to employee

HR/Payroll records
updated

> payslip with salary

> Payroll notified

Payslip

> alterations
made

Employer sends copy of

Employee receives revised
exchange entry

Employer pays total
contribution to pension plan
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APPENDIX FOUR

SAMPLE PAYSLIP

Employer name
Your name
Paid period
NI number
Tax code
Employee payroll number
Employer tax office reference
Contact telephone number

Joe Bloggs
12
AA 12 34 56 C
647L
00000001
xxx / xx
01xxx xxx xxx

Payments

Amount

Salary exchange
Pay after the exchange

- £
£

Overtime
Bonus

£
£

Total

£

Deductions

Amount

Tax
National Insurance

£
£

Net Pay

Amount
Bank account details
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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£
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